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The Marriage Equality Bill on Campus

going to continue providing important news and interesting articles to students here at MVCC.
The Student Voice currently needs reporters to
document the happenings of the college. If you do not
know how to be a reporter, that is fine; we will help
you learn. If you can not make it to the meeting that is
ok too; you can submit your articles to the email address at the end of this article.
The college is defined by the students that attend it.
So too is the Student Voice defined by the students,
and by their submissions. So please come and let your
Voice be heard.
Submit articles to studentvoice@mvcc.edu.

Music Review
Cake in the Microwave
OSX: Lion
We Have a School Newspaper?
By William Clark
Have you ever seen something happen here at the
college and wondered why no one knew about it? Has
it bothered you when you go to an awesome event and
there are only twelve people there, and half only came
for the food? Ever wondered if there was just a way
for everyone to know about the important things going
on here at MVCC? Well your quest is over. Come and
let the world (or at least the college) know what is happening at The Student Voice.
“We have a school newspaper?” was the normal
response from students when asked if they were interested in joining the Student Voice. That goes to show
just how much help the Student Voice needs if we are
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Changes in Campus Dining
By Spencer Wood
As you all may have noticed, many changes have
been made to campus dining this year. In order to find
out the reasons behind all of these changes, I sat down
and interviewed Jim Suriano and Jason Martin. Jim
Suriano is the General Manager in charge of all food
service here on the Utica campus. Jason Martin is the
Chef Manager and he is in charge of ordering, menu
planning, and inventory. They both contributed to answering the following questions:
Recently, the prices of food everywhere, not just at
MVCC, have gone up.
What are the causes of this
recent price increase?
“There are many reasons
behind this. Bad weather,
oil prices, and everyone
that delivers to us never
used to charge us for our
shipping. Now, we have to pay a fuel surcharge. We
feel like we have tried our best to keep the prices
down, but now the cost of our supplies have increased,
so we have had to increase the prices of the food in
order to compensate for those costs.”
Some of the items previously found at the ACC
Snack Bar are no longer there. The cappuccino machine, granola bars, breakfast cereals, and even soup.
What are the reasons behind the decision of eliminating these items?
“In the process of developing the Pizza Hut Express
as well as the Stacked sandwich counter, we thought
about what space we could use. The space that was
required for these new places forced us to make cutbacks. It’s not that we wanted to get rid of these
things, we just simply had to. However, with the winter coming up, and knowing how much the students
enjoy the soup, we are trying to figure out a way of
bringing the soup back.”
What made the school
decide to put in the new
Pizza Hut express?
“This decision was
driven by a food preference
survey we did two years ago. We worked with the college last year developing what we thought would best
serve the students needs. Based on the survey, pizza
resonated high with the students. We chose Pizza Hut
in particular because we wanted to have a brand that
was known nationally, so that no matter where a stu-

dent was coming from, they could see a Pizza Hut and
know exactly what it is. We even went in for a couple
months of training, to make sure that our Pizza Hut
was exactly the same as any other Pizza Hut.”
What is Zest? What does it stand for and why was it
added in the Academic Building?
“Zest is a work in progress. Our school is only the
second school to have this, and it promotes modern
healthy eating, as well as buying local and living environmentally friendly. Every paper product is made
from recycled materials, the menu board helps to
eliminate paper waste, and all of the items are made
from local ingredients. This Zest is a test site, to see if
it sits well with college students. If it does, more will
pop up soon. There will also be more environment
friendly ingredients such as free range eggs coming
soon as well.”
There have been complaints among the student body
that the school’s dining is
not very vegetarian
friendly. Do you agree
with this statement? If so,
how do you think this
problem can be corrected?
“We feel that we have
many options for vegetarians in our dining. We can
see though how someone would think that. We would
invite those people to come and see us. There are
more options now than there ever has been. Unfortunately, we have to concentrate on what sells, and our
more popular items are the meat based items, but we
will certainly try to work with anyone that comes to
us. The college does have a food advisory board as
well.”
If a student would like to file a complaint or has a
question about the service where would they go?
“They can come right into the Sodexo office next to
the dining hall in the ACC. There will also be comment boards in all of our dining facilities starting very
soon.
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Equal Marriage in New York

Microwave-Safe Cake

By Jeffrey Warner
Marriage equality is a topic that is hot on most lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered (LGBT) peoples’ minds. This hot button issue has spread across
the country, and will not be going anywhere anytime
soon. Almost 8 years since the first state, Massachusetts, legalized it in 2004, more LGBT people have
been seeking the right within New York State to marry
their partners under the same protections and responsibilities as their heterosexual counterparts. But how
does this affect the students of MVCC, if at all?
For Ashley Holbrooks, a twenty year old lesbian
living off campus, this is a huge step forward for her
and her fellow LGBT friends. She “feels more equal,
more of a citizen than an outcast.” Though she understands that the process by which these things must go
is inherently slow, she still wishes that the bill could
have been pushed forward with greater haste. She said
that she was working at her job in the local LGBT
club, That Place, when she found out. The patrons of
the club as well as herself were extremely pleased.
To Mike Palmisano, a twenty one year old straight
male living off campus, this bill really did not have a
direct impact. However, he was pleased because he has
several friends who were directly impacted, and was
very happy for them when the bill was passed. He felt
that the right to marry being given to LGBT peoples
was in no way in conflict with his personal religious
views, and feels that everyone, straight or gay, has a
right to be happy, just “not in public please.”
Jessica Aouilar, a twenty-one year old straight female living off campus, was vastly unaffected. Coming from a religious family she seemed to have some
qualms with the bill and what it permits. She personally felt, however, that “if you are happy, God will be
happy.” She was obviously supportive within the constraints of her personal and religious views of the legislation and what it permitted.
To say that the whole of the MVCC campus supported this bill because of the three people I interviewed would be a gross misconstruction of the truth.
The bill was met with a senate 33-29 vote, almost half
against. It is almost without a doubt that the population
of the MVCC campus is similarly divergent. There are
some who are not willing to speak out against the bill
because their friends support it. There are still others
who do speak out against the bill, and work actively to
undo it. Only time will tell what more will happen on
this very tense subject. 

By Spencer Wood
Ok, so it is nine at night, and you are sitting in your
dorm room craving something sweet. The dining hall
is closed and you do not have the time or means to go
pick something up. How do you solve this problem?
Use the microwave! With this tool and a few ingredients you could be eating warm yummy cake in one
minute. Literally. I make cake at home this way all the
time, and the following are my two favorite recipes.
One Minute Peanut Butter
1 egg beaten
1 tablespoon brown sugar
½ teaspoon baking powder
1 heaping tablespoon flour
2 tablespoons peanut butter
1 teaspoon of milk
1 tablespoon of powdered
sugar
The first step is to whisk together the egg, brown
sugar, baking powder, flour, and peanut butter until
smooth. Then grease a coffee cup, or a microwave
safe cup, with butter or margarine, and then pour the
batter inside. Cook in microwave for 30 seconds. Yes,
only 30 seconds, how easy is that? Mix the milk and
powdered sugar together separately; this will be your
icing. Remove the cake from the cup, pour on the icing, and enjoy!
Chocolate Pudding Cake
3 teaspoons devil’s food
cake mix
2 tablespoons of water
1 egg
One hot cocoa packet
1 teaspoon mini chocolate
chips
1 chocolate pudding cup
Whipped cream (optional)
Mix the egg, cake mix, cocoa, and water. When
smooth, add the chocolate chips along with1/3 of the
pudding cup. Place in a greased mug or cup and microwave for one minute. Add the rest of the pudding
and microwave for another minute. Top with whipped
cream and enjoy!
Thanks to Cassie from www.backtoherroots.com and
the Hungry Girl on the Food Network for the recipes. 
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Show Me the Money

The Music Corner

By Erin Slegaitis
Who would not want some extra money to make
college more affordable? I know that I do. Scholarships are a great source to help pay for college. Generally it does not cost anymore than a postage stamp and
an envelope. We, at MVCC, are fortunate enough to
have the scholarship process made easy. The College
has selected a lot of scholarships based on the students’ needs and legitimate sources. So we don’t have
to try to guess if it is a scam. In PH 202 you can pick
up a scholarship packet and scholarship application. In
this packet there are scholarships for general studies
and specific majors. Most of the general study scholarships only require filling out an application.
One is the W. Dennis Copeland Memorial Scholarship. It has a deadline on April 1st with the award
amount of $250. The only requirement is being a fulltime student, and all you need to do to get it is fill out
the MVCC general scholarship application found in
Payne Hall room 220. How easy is that?
Some have more specific criteria, and take a little
more effort to get, like the MVCC Professional Association Scholarship. Its deadline is December 1st and
the amount varies. The criteria are having completed
30 hours of college education, an MVCC transcript to
prove it, and the general scholarship application. You
will also need a 3.0 GPA and two letters of recommendation. The last requirement is a 500 word essay on
either the importance of labor unions to American society, or the value of a community college education.
These restrictions cut down the competition and make
it more likely that you will be awarded the scholarship.
However, the specific major scholarships do tend to
give more money; it just takes a little more effort to
get them. Usually it’s a simple essay that shouldn’t
take too much of your time. A lot of people worry that
they will not get the scholarship because there are too
many people applying. Where the scholarships that
take less effort many have more applicants, the pool of
individuals is still shallow, which means you actually
do have a good chance of receiving a scholarship.
What is a few hundred dollars going to do for me?
Maybe a lot; one-hundred dollars may not seem like
much at first compared to the high costs involved with
college. However five of those is half of a thousand
dollars you do not have to pay out of pocket. Every
dime counts as prices skyrocket. That makes scholarships the most feasible way to pay for college and to
keep your hard earned cash for yourself. So go to PH
220, pick up a packet, and start learning for less. 

FM Radio:
Singer: Lady Antebellum
Songwriters: Charles Kelley, Dave Haywood, Hillary
Scott, Hillary Lindsey
Song: "Cold As Stone"
Album: Own The Night
“Cold As Stone”
If you are not a country music fan or live under a
rock, you haven't heard that Lady Antebellum recently
released their new CD, “Own The Night.” Although
Lady Antebellum has been a trio since 2006, their
most awarded song is “Need You Now,” from last
year, making the group a household name. If you have
never heard of them, I urge you to jump on the Lady
Antebellum fan train before you are left at the station.
I was introduced to this group before they were
known as Lady Antebellum. Their talent for marrying
memorable melodies and lyrics is undeniable. However, a song on their most recent album stopped me
dead in my tracks. I have waited to hear a song that
was so beautifully heartbreaking. The production of
“Cold As Stone” exceeded my expectations and is
flawless. This song is written so that it makes you feel
as if you ache so much that you are emotionally numb.
The intricate arrangement of the mandolin and the
steel guitar cuts you to your core. Between the lyrics,
melody and performance, I felt like I fought a war after this song.
At least once in our careers, we learn how much
needs to happen to water molecules before they actually boil. When I learned this, I related this process to
emotions: we all have our own boiling points. As we
begin to reach those points, we can only reach a certain temperature until we begin to cool off. If something happens to us during that time, we not only lose
that force we once had, but we start to become jaded,
losing our properties until we are as broken down as
we could possibly be. This is the basis of this song.
We become so deeply emotional that we reach a point
that makes us ‘Cold As Stone.’
Francesca Orsomarso the writer, is a singer, songwriter, and music lover, with a self-described
‘sophisticated musical taste.’ She is also the creator
and writer of “The SongBird Project,” which can be
found at www.songbirdproject.blogspot.com.
Email your music recommendations to studentvoice@mvcc.edu. 
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Technology Spotlight
A Look at Lion
By Samuel Steffen
Today’s technology is practically impossible to
keep up with. One day I could own the latest and
greatest gadgets, and then a week or two later find out
that newer products have made my own insignificant
in comparison. It seems to me that many people aren't
able to keep up with the overwhelmingly increasing
amount of features and functions in new technology.
So to reduce the technological learning curve I have
decided to give you a monthly update addressing Apple’s latest products and innovations. To start off I will
review Apple’s relatively new operating system.
A few months ago Apple released OSX LION a new
and powerful operating system that has enhanced the
computer experience in numerous ways. In a sense,
Apple built their newer operating system to reflect the
intuitive features of there ever popular iPad and
iPhone. One example of the iPads operating system
integration is the addition of multitouch features to the
Mac. Since all of Apple’s mobile devices are built
around the multitouch user interface, Apple decided to
integrate multitouch track pads into their computers.
From there OSX developers were then able to take
advantage of the computers powerful hardware and
include gesture recognition features that undoubtedly
enhance the relationship between consumers and the
OS’s graphic user interface. Apple also included another great feature called Launchpad which allows
users to readily view and arrange their applications in
a manner similar to the iPad. One additional feature I
have found invaluable is the Mac App Store. The App
store allows consumers to easily search, view and purchase applications directly from their computers. This
feature is beneficial to both developers and consumers
in that it allows developers to sell their software in a
popular store and that the consumers have a vast
amount of applications to choose from.
These three features reflect only a snippet of Apple’s 250 latest innovations to there OS. I only mentioned the three because they are easily understandable
for those of you that own a iPhone, iPad, or iPod
Touch.
If you are interested in upgrading to the LION operating system I would recommend looking further into
the new features of OSX. If you are then interested,
and your current computer is compatible Lion can be
purchased directly from the Mac App store for only
$29.99. 
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Fun and Games
Sudoku is a simple and fun puzzle that requires no math.
To solve, each row, column, and bolded box must have all
numbers 1-9 in it.

This Sudoku is more challenging because the bold boxes are
all different shapes! But the rules are still the same.
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Crossword puzzle courtesy of http://puzzles.about.com/library/features/dailyxwd/qprmon.htm
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Horoscopes
What do the stars have in store for you in October? We can predict your fortune based on the day you were born. Horoscopes courtesy of www.horoscope2011.us. These are Western horoscopes, which give you a sign based on the day you were
born. Chinese Zodiac signs are determined based on the year of your birth.
ARIES
It’s now time to begin the follow-through on plans
which were just ideas before this month. There were
many suggestions but the energy wasn’t appropriate
for implementation. Also, a new sense of self is emerging. Go slow with this one. It’s still in formation. You’ll
stabilize slowly.
TAURUS
Careful with those you care for. Allow no sense of
martyrdom to enter into your tending. Instead, use
the words "love and gratitude" so you don't undo your
devotion to be of service. Some things unresolved
concerning past friends arise. Allow this to occur as it
will pass and then drop away. Grace holds you.
GEMINI
A dynamic flow of creativity is about to overcome
you. Harness it in and begin some type of artistic
endeavor that only you would enjoy. Think about
what this may be. Then assemble agendas, schedules
and the appropriate tools so that you can be productive and ready to work when the impressions begin.
Use color, light, music, dance, and drama. Your tools.
CANCER
Your sensitivity has heightened and therefore the need for more beauty
and order, harmony and organization is needed in
your life. You scour neighborhoods, seeking to find
architectural balance in gardens to apply to your
own. Suddenly your home becomes more peaceful
and you feel at ease. This hasn't occurred in years. An
inner quiet descends.
LEO
Careful once again with digestion. Careful with
overindulging on either too much food or not
enough of the correct types. Your life needs amusement, entertainment, perhaps a love affair or a few
children. There is no need for self-discipline (except
in the food department). What creativity that others do will enhance
yours? What do you enjoy now since the eclipse has changed you?
VIRGO August 23-September 22
We are aware that you need to lead others in your
professional life. A caution here though. Lead with
kindness and care lest everyone turns their backs on
you and you feel helpless and alone. This may be a
challenge. It takes courage to lead with the heart.
Review your techniques and renew your important friendships.

LIBRA
You too must be careful of foods ingested, especially
too many sweets. Carbohydrates are allowed only in
small portions, one a day. This is practical and should
not be overlooked, as your health is most important
for how well you perform expected tasks. Relationships, too, fare better when your health is regulated.
SCORPIO
Now is the time to make peace with everyone, or at
least with those you're afraid to make peace with or
you feel there is no possibility. Follow the Pope's
model and extend your hand, offer kindness and
forgiveness, apologize and be forgiving. Harmony
and unity result. Not only between you and others
but within your heart. Then your test is passed.
SAGITTARIUS
Tending to family and your home environment
seems so important that it's hard to leave the home
and be out and about in the masses. You're seeking
to beautiful your surroundings because this beauty
creates inner security. It also creates the harmony
you need. Everything's fast moving around you.
Sleep is a form of retreat. Do more of this.
CAPRICORN
Someone shows you something new. You think
again about travel and studying cultures and religion. You look for the strange and different to
broaden your realities. Yet you realize they (and you)
must also be useful. Artistic endeavors emerge and
someone older has a message. Listen carefully.
AQUARIUS
You can shift that barrier encountered with another
into harmony if you stand aside and have the intention to make real contact and connection. It's time to
be with friends, or groups that reflect your sameness
of mind. Whatever you do out in the world will be
successful because you realize how to compromise.
PISCES
So much new is needed for you to feel safe. This sounds like an oxymoron, doesn't it? Usually safety doesn't include change
for you but everything's in need of change and they
could make you feel lethargic and unable to move.
First, get a haircut to get the hair out of your eyes.
Then some new shoes to plow the next field of endeavor. That emotional problem, filled with multiple
life changing choices will soon be clear.
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Comics

Josh Wayman

Kitty Tanner
What do
you want?
Why are you
at my house?

Do you children
want to see something REALLY scary?

Student Voice Staff and Office Hours
Please visit us in our office at ACC 203. Someone will usually be there during these hours:
Monday
11 AM—6 PM
Tuesday
11 AM—8 PM
Wednesday
11AM—6 PM
Thursday
11 AM—8 PM
Friday
11 AM—6 PM
Or email us at studentvoice@mvcc.edu
You can also call us on the campus phone system at extension 4068 when somebody is in the office.
During October, we may be in a different room. If we aren’t at home, please check PH 312.
Josh March, Editor-in-Chief
William Clark, Assistant Editor

Alina Mildred PhD, advisor, Assoc.
Prof. humanities 315-792-5493

Mackenzie Weber, Editor

Erin Slegaitis, News Reporter

Spencer Wood, Chief News Reporter

Francesca Orsomarso, Music Critic

Joshua Wayman, Featured Artist
Kitty Tanner, Featured Artist
Bobby Paige, Sports Writer
Samuel Steffen, Technology

